
The Devon Horse Show & Country Fair, Inc. 
PO Box 865 • Devon, PA 19333 

Box Access Policy– Effective 2018 

Our goal is to assure continuation of box use by our long-standing box patrons and, at the same 
time, establish a fair and equitable procedure for box turnover that considers the needs of those on 
our waiting list.  

No person, regardless of history, has the right to box access on a recurring basis. Access to a box 
is a privilege, and access to boxes is granted by Devon on an annual basis via an invitation and by 
payment pursuant to the invoice that is presented with the invitation. All boxes are owned by 
Devon and the DHSCF Foundation reserves the right to grant or deny any person access to a box 
for any reason, regardless of such person’s prior use.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, reasons Devon will refuse access to a box include, without 
limitation: 

• a person has been removed from office on DHSCF, Inc. or DHSCF Foundation Board of
Directors, or any committee thereof;

• a person who is engaged or has been engaged in litigation in a manner that is adverse to the
interests of DHSCF, Inc. or DHSCF Foundation;

• a person who has violated any of the rules, regulations, or policies to which box access
is subject;

• a person who conducts himself or herself on Devon’s grounds in a rude, loud or
inappropriate manner that reasonably could be expected to affect another patrons’
enjoyment of Devon;

• a person who violates any federal, state, or local laws; and
• the Chairman of the DHSCF, Inc. or DHSCF Foundation Board of Directors has

determined, in his or her sole discretion, that denial of access is in the best interests of
Devon.

In addition, any person who violates any of the foregoing rules after securing a box for the Show 
but before the Show ends may have such rights revoked by the Chairman and be subject to 
immediate expulsion from Devon’s grounds.  

All the foregoing to be determined by the Chairman and or the President of DHSCF, Inc. in 
his or her sole discretion. 

By purchasing tickets to utilize a box, pursuant to the invitation and invoice received with 
this packet of information, you are acknowledging your agreement to the foregoing policies. 
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